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Avvio Software Update – September 2021

Introduction
This release packs a punch with a difference.

We have overhauled everything!! The entire platform has had a redesign and we took that as
the lead to also look at revamping how we present these changes back to you. With that in
mind we have paired back our notes and recorded an exciting Show & Tell video to highlight
some of these UI/UX updates.

Sit back, press play & let us take you on a tour of the exciting changes coming on September
21st.

https://www.avvio.com/resources/product-updates/

Explore these features and more in the notes below and we look forward to your feedback. This
release will go live on September 21st.
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UI / UX Changes

UI Review

To make the Avvio platform more accessible and usable, we have undertaken a full UI / UX
refresh. All features continue to work as before with some new ones added.

UI Theme

The UI theme has been updated to the Avvio brand colors.

Quicker Load Times

Many screens have been rewritten to use asynchronous methods (fancy jargon to say
optimising the execution!) resulting in quicker load times and a more seamless user
experience. When content is being loaded in the background, a progress bar is always visible at
the top of the screen
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Menu Navigation
To make items easier to find, screens are logically grouped into sub-menus within each
application.

Tooltips
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Date Range Selection

To make it quicker to run reports, we have redesigned our date range pickers. The options
available will vary depending on the report type. Select the calendar icon and select one of the
pre-configured options or manually select your preferred date range from the select boxes.

Images

To reduce visual clutter, images have been removed from all list screens (e.g. rooms, rates,
etc). They are replaced with an icon to indicate where images have been uploaded. Hover on
any of the icons to reveal a thumbnail of the image.

Charts

Many charts now allow the option to select from a number of visualisations of the same data,
depending on your preference.
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Multi-Site Navigation

Quickly access your list of properties using the multi-site navigation menu option on the right
hand side of the screen.

Mandatory Inputs

Some screens contain a visual indication of which inputs are mandatory to assist with quick
setup. Screens may also show a character counter to indicate the maximum number of
characters allowed on an input.
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Callouts

Callouts may be used on some screens to draw your attention to various features.

Popups

Popups and calendar related functions behave more consistently across all screens, and
generally appear as modal (black out background) to focus on the function of the popup.
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Other Changes

Cancellation Watchlist

Booker phone number has been added to the Cancellation Watchlist to make it easier to
contact guests that may be considering cancelling their room.

Insights Comparison Reports

It is now possible to compare data in all Insights reports with the same period two years ago.
This will assist with understanding key trends in relation to 2019, where Covid was not
impacting.
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Room Booking Limit

A bug which allowed users to select more than the configured maximum number of rooms on
the main results page has been resolved.

This process now respects the configured maximum number of rooms per transaction (as
configured at a property level). Any optional rate-level overrides on this configured maximum
are not considered.

The maximum configurable number of rooms has been increased to 15.
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Search Results Calendar

Searches for future stays that are beyond a 3-month horizon where there was no confirmed
availability previously defaulted to showing availability for the next 3 months.
Now, if availability is found for the timeframe around the original search query, the calendar
view is set up with the months around that time frame.

See below for a search on 1st December which was not available.

Search Bar - Dynamic Packaging

Quickly find your upsells with the standard search functionality as also available on most other
screens.
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DP Item text to appear on Customer Confirmation Email

The text highlighted in red square, entered by a guest, will now print in the customer
confirmation email. See screenshot with red arrow below for an email sample.
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As always, your dedicated Avvio E-Commerce Manager and the Centre of Excellence are here
to support you with any questions you might have.

Contact

If you have any queries, please don’t hesitate to contact a member of the team:

E-commerce team ecommerce@avvio.com
Centre of Excellence support@avvio.com
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www.avvio.com

#knowyourguest

@AvvioDirect@AvvioDirect/Avvio/company/avvio-com
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